**Information and communication technology vital for development: experts**

By Aung Khin

YANGON, 6 July—Information and communication technology is essential for the development of the State, the socio-economic status of people and the poverty reduction plan of the country, according to experts.

Ko Kyaw, a local IT technician told The New Light of Myanmar on Sunday, that “Myanmar needs better ICT security services when it is expanding the use of this technology in many sectors.”

He added that security is a crucial aspect for banks to get the trust of their customers, and that international standard products should be effectively used to ensure security.

Security must be seriously considered when financial transaction is made with other organizations, he said.

The local AYA Bank has recently introduced AYA i-Banking, the first Internet Banking Service, in Myanmar.

The bank said that AYA i-Banking system has used advanced technologies, including the SSL technology of the Global Sign to ensure security in connection with AYA i-Banking Server.

An expert remarked that Myanmar should have better information and telecommunication technology for online banking or online shopping systems.

**Education Ministry says basic education to get a boost with better qualified teachers**

By Khaing Thanda Lwin

YANGON, 6 July—School-based early childhood education plays a crucial role for the development of national education and the Ministry is trying to implement the Early Childhood Care Development (ECCD) as soon as possible, said Dr Khin Myo Myint Kyu, Deputy Director-General of the Department of Education Planning and Training under the Education Ministry, on Sunday.

At the seminar on implementation of basic education at the Diamond Jubilee Hall in Kamayut Township in Yangon, she added the ministry will appoint local pre-school teachers in all regions and states as government service personnel.

Dr Khin Myo Myint Kyu said, the Ministry has invited contributions from both, government and public, to turn out qualified teachers (see page 2).

Workers to file lawsuit against Korean-run factory

By Aye Min Soe

YANGON, 6 July—Workers of Master Sports factory, which was shut down in June, are planning to file a lawsuit against the owner of the factory, according to former staff.

The closure of Master Sports factory which produces sports shoes in Hlinethaya Industrial Zone has left 755 workers jobless.---PHOTO: LRDP
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**By Aye Min Soe**

YANGON, 6 July—Workers of Master Sports factory, which was shut down in June, are planning to file a lawsuit against the owner of the factory, according to former staff.

The closure of Master Sports factory which produces sports shoes in Hlinethaya Industrial Zone has left 755 workers jobless.

After closing temporarily from 20 to 25 June due to a lack of customers, the shoe factory announced to its workers on 26 June that operations will be shut down, but that compensation would be given.

“We decided if the factory cannot pay outstanding salaries and compensation to us by 7 July, we will file a lawsuit against the factory and we will also inform the Korean embassy to bring the factory’s Korean owner back to Myanmar,” Ko Zaw Min, 30, a worker of the factory said.

The factory opened in Hlinethaya Industrial Zone more than one year ago.

The first negotiation between the workers and the factory’s responsible personnel broke off and the two sides again sat at the negotiating table on 30 July in an attempt to find solutions for settling the issue, agreeing that the factory will pay salaries for June to workers on 5 July.

However, the factory and mediators from the Ministry of Labour, Employment and Social Security have requested the workers to wait until 10 July.

“We have urged the factory’s responsible personnel to bring factory owner Mr In Ho Bang back to Myanmar, because he has already left the country. If the factory can’t pay salaries, we will sell properties of the factory in accordance with the law to be able to raise the required money for the workers,” an official of the Ministry of Labour, Employment and Social Security said on condition of anonymity.—NLM
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By Khaing Thanda Lwin

YANGON, 6 July—School-based early childhood education plays a crucial role for the development of national education and the Ministry is trying to implement the Early Childhood Care Development (ECCD) as soon as possible, said Dr Khin Myo Myint Kyu, Deputy Director-General of the Department of Education Planning and Training under the Education Ministry, on Sunday.

At the seminar on implementation of basic education at the Diamond Jubilee Hall in Kamayut Township in Yangon, she added the ministry will appoint local pre-school teachers in all regions and states as government service personnel.

Dr Khin Myo Myint Kyu said, the Ministry has invited contributions from both, government and public, to turn out qualified teachers (see page 2).
State Sangha Maha Nayaka Committee meeting concludes

Yangon, 6 July—The fifth plenary meeting of the State Sangha Maha Nayaka Committee continued for a second day at Wizaya Mingala Hall on Kaba Aye Hill in Mayangon Township of Yangon on Sunday.

The participating monks discussed the Vinicchaya, religious and education tasks of the third branch of the committee during its duty-assigned period. Members of the duty-assigned branch made clarifications on their efforts in religious and education affairs. Joint Secretary of the committee Agga Maha Pandaht Dvipinakadha Bhuddanta Aggadhama approved the report of the branch after seeking approval. Union Minister for Religious Affairs U Soe Win and his delegation attended the meeting of the committee.—MNA

Heavy industry needs to step up marketing strategy not to delay sales of products

NAY Pyi Taw, 6 July—Although No 23 Heavy Industry manufactures says it is producing quality products, it needs to step up its marketing strategy and not delay the sale of products, Union Minister for Industry U Maung Myint said in meeting with staff and technicians of the industry in Padaung Township of Bago Region on Saturday.

If necessary, the industry officials should cooperate with local and foreign companies to increase production and turnover, he said.

No 23 Heavy Industry (Nyaungchaydauk) is manufacturing machine tools, transformers, PVC wires, enamelled copper wires, bare copper wires, power cables, copper bars and wires. The union minister also visited No 12 Heavy Industry (Honbon) of Padaung Township in western Bago Region that is producing Myanmar Double Cab cars and Myanmar Single Cab cars.

The industry was established in 1970. Since 1974, the industry had manufactured B600 cars, GS 70 engines, pistons and piston rings, but has now moved on to produce vehicles, including Myanmar utility vehicles.—MNA

Interfaith Organization releases statement on Mandalay riots

Mandalay — A similar meeting took place at the Oriental House in Mandalay on Sunday, with participants issuing a joint statement.

The statement thanked Buddhist monks and leaders of other religions who have helped maintain stability and stop riots, and urged authorities to take strict and immediate action against the ring leaders and those who committed crimes during the riots, and to provide security to the public.

Seven townships, Aungmyethazan, Chanayethazan, Ahaunangmye, Chanmyathazi, Pyiigyidagun, Amaaprapu and Patheiningyi, have been placed under curfew, reports said.

State Sangha Maha Nayaka Committee meeting concludes

Education Ministry says basic education to get ...

Yangon, 6 July—The Ministry of Education conducted a seminar aimed at promoting the basic education sector at the Diamond Jubilee Hall of Yangon University here on Sunday, sources said.

The seminar drew leading figures from academia.

Union Minister at the President Office U Tin Naing Thein addresses a seminar aimed at promoting the basic education sector.—MNA

Gems Emporium brought to a successful close

Yangon, 6 July—Jade lots totalling 74 were sold at reservation prices at the close of the 51st Myanmar Gems Emporium, which took place at Mani Yadana Jade Hall in Mani Pyi Taw on Sunday.

The hall was packed with gems merchants offering reservation prices for jades being sold at floor prices. —MNA

Academics hold talks on basic education promotion

Education Ministry says basic education to get ...
Midwives complete training in Kyaukdaga Township

KYAUKDAGA, 6 July—A midwifery course concluded at the hall of Kyaukdaga Township Health Department in Bago Region on Friday, with an address by Union Minister for Health Dr Pe Thet Khin.

The Union minister presented completion certificates and medicine kits to 30 trainees who began the training course on 1 March.

Kyaungdaga Township Lower House MP Dr Khin Maung Swe, Region Hluttaw MP U Kyaw Hsan Oo and officials joined the ceremony.

Khin Ko (Kyaungdaga)

School uniforms, stationery provided to students, teachers

MYAUNGAU, 6 July—A ceremony to donate school uniforms and stationery was held at the Basic Education Post-Primary School in Shadaw Village of Myaungyang Township in Mandalay Region on Saturday.

Wellwisher Daw Pyone, owner of Kyaw Myitta sawmill of Ward 15 from the township, presented school uniforms and stationery to the students and prizes to outstanding students who passed the matriculation examination.

The wellwisher donated school uniforms to 328 students and uniforms to 18 teachers, and milk to 600 students from Pobbayon monastic education school in Shadaw Village, who also received stationery.

Zaw Min Naing (Myaungyang)

Kyunhla Township gets upgraded BEMS

MYAUNGAU, 6 July—The handover ceremony of a new school building was held at the newly-upgraded Basic Education Middle School in Kyaukling Village of Kyunhla Township in Sagaing Region on Saturday, with an address by Region Minister for Social Affairs Dr Myint Thien.

Chairman of the construction committee presented documents related to the new school building to the township education officer.

Village administrator U Htay Hla and headmistress Daw Khin Mya presented commemorative pennants to the region minister and officials.

The region minister gave a TV for the school and cash award to the dance group that performed at the ceremony, the Region Hluttaw representative copy books to the instructors. They also observed the works of the trainees during their visit.

Zaw Min Naing (Myaungyang)

Kyunhla Township gets upgraded BEMS

MYAUNGAU, 6 July—The handover ceremony of a new school building was held at the newly-upgraded Basic Education Middle School in Kyaukling Village of Kyunhla Township in Sagaing Region on Saturday, with an address by Region Minister for Social Affairs Dr Myint Thien.

Chairman of the construction committee presented documents related to the new school building to the township education officer.

Village administrator U Htay Hla and headmistress Daw Khin Mya presented commemorative pennants to the region minister and officials.

The region minister gave a TV for the school and cash award to the dance group that performed at the ceremony, the Region Hluttaw representative copy books to the headmistress.

The school building was built at a cost of K43.2 million in the 2013-14 academic year.

Myo Win Nyo (Kyunhla)

DHF prevention taken in Myanmar Tsp

MYAUNGAU, 6 July—The Myanmar Township General Administration Department led a team of service personnel and workers of Township Health Department, as well as village administrators and local people, who took preventive measures against dengue haemorrhagic fever at two Basic Education Primary Schools, one monastery and several houses in Ward 2 and Myoma Tegyi Village in Myanmar of Ayeyawady Region on Saturday.

They cleaned residences and buildings, sprayed houses and schools and chlorinated water tanks.

Win Bo (Myaungyang IPRD)

Basic tailoring course concludes in Myaungyang

MYAUNGAU, 6 July—A basic tailoring course concluded at the hall of the General Administration Department in Myaungyang Township of Mandalay Region on 3 July.

Chairman of Myaungyang Township Maternal and Child Welfare Supervisory Committee made a speech and Chairman of the Township MCWA Daw Ni Ni presented gifts to the instructors. They also observed the works of the trainees during their visit.

Zaw Min Naing (Myaungyang)

Beware of Dengue Fever
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Village administrator U Htay Hla and headmistress Daw Khin Mya presented commemorative pennants to the region minister and officials.
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The school building was built at a cost of K43.2 million in the 2013-14 academic year.

Myo Win Nyo (Kyunhla)
India’s Modi to target record asset sales in first budget

NEW DELHI, 6 July — India’s new government will seek to raise up to a record $11.7 billion in asset sales in its maiden budget this week, a senior government source said, bolstering state finances and buying time for structural reforms to revive a weak economy.

The privatization target could reach 700 billion rupees, almost equal to all proceeds over the last four years, in a budget Prime Minister Narendra Modi hopes will launch the growth and jobs agenda that in May won him India’s biggest election mandate in three decades. The budget is due on Monday.

“The finance ministry has approached different ministries to increase the divestment target,” said the senior official with direct knowledge of the budget process. The previous government had penciled in sell-off proceeds of 560 billion rupees ($9.5 billion). The 63-year-old premier has made a decisive start by naming a streamlined cabinet, approving a slew of infrastructure projects and embarking on what promises to be a whirlwind first year of trade diplomacy.

But his government has been plagued too by the economic ills that brought down its predecessor: weak growth, high inflation caused by spending too much and investing too little. Despite the market reforms of 1991 that brought down the curtain on decades of socialist isolation, tracts of Asia’s third-largest economy remain off limits to outside investors.

Modi wants to open up industries like defense, but selling controlling stakes in bloated state enterprises is out of the question. They are not competitive and any job cuts ordered by a foreign owner would cause an outcry. Instead, he will withdraw state down stakes in firms that have already been partly sold, like Steel Authority of India Ltd (SAIL-NS), without surrendering overall control, said the official.

and other sources familiar with the plans. Indian stocks .BSESEN have enjoyed a Modi boom, rallying 23 percent this year. Listed state firms have outperformed on hopes that wider ownership would discipline managers and that their bottom line would benefit from a loosening of price controls. Leading the pack is Indian Oil (IOC.NS), which has gained 62 percent in 2014.ONGC (ONGC. NS), another oil firm, is up 46 percent. Coal India (COAL.NS) has risen 36 percent.

In setting an ambitious asset-sale target, the government will face inevitable scepticism from investors who are used to seeing its predecessors miss their privatization goals. The Modi government will also have limited scope to cut its stamp duty and other taxes and to discipline managers and that their bottom line would benefit from a loosening of price controls.

Leading the pack is India’s Indian Oil (IOC.NS), which has gained 62 percent in 2014. ONGC (ONGC. NS), another oil firm is up 46 percent. Coal India (COAL.NS) has risen 36 percent. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley is expected to roll out other revenue measures in addition to the asset sales, including a General Sales Tax that would unite India’s 29 federal states.

Abe plans creation of new ministerial post for security

TOKYO, 6 July — Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said on Sunday he plans to create a new ministerial post for security to revise and introduce relevant laws necessary to exercise the right to collective self-defence.

“We want to prepare the legal framework for areas ranging from ‘gray zone’ incidents to collective self-defence. As this will be a major legal change, I want to appoint a new minister in charge of this,” Abe told reporters.

The remarks came after his Cabinet on Tuesday approved reinterpretation of the Constitution so the Self-Defense Forces can defend allies under armed attack in collective self-defence, marking a departure from its postwar security policy.

The government will set new conditions on the use of force in self-defence, broadening the notion of “mishap” allowed under the supreme law to include collective self-defence, or defending allies under armed attack, even when Japan itself is not.

It would also speed up the dispatch of the SDF to “gray zone” low-intensity situations that stop short of military attacks, and examine extending logistical and other support in peacekeeping missions overseas.

Abe plans creation of new ministerial

Jakarta, 6 July — Days before Indonesia’s presidential election, the two candidates and their running mates traded barbs over food security and graft in their final television debate on Saturday.

Jakarta Governor Joko “Jokowi” Widodo and former general Prabowo Subianto are running neck-in-neck to be the new leader of the world’s third-largest democracy.

The debate was the last day to get their message across to voters before the elections body imposed a so-called quiet period leading up to the 9 July poll.

Food, energy, and the environment were the topics under discussion in the debate, and both presidential candidates looked to win over undecided voters, which one survey estimated at around 20 percent.

The typically cordial debate got heated when Jokowi’s running mate Yusuf Kalla repeatedly raised the topic of corruption scandals involving key supporters of Prabowo.

“I am not saying there are no thieves in my party but what I meant was (corruption) is a phenomenon in our country,” Prabowo said in reference to a speech made at a campaign rally earlier in the week.

In recent years, Indonesia has seen a number of food corruption scandals over import quotas that caused shortages and price spikes for foods such as beef and garlic.
Iraqi Islamic State leader purported to make public appearance

DUBAI, 6 July — An alleged leader of the militant Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) changed its name to the Islamic State and declared him caliph — a title held by successors of the Prophet Mohammad.

The Islamic government denied that the 21-minute video, which carried Friday’s date, was credible.

“We have analysed the footage ... and found it is a fake,” Interior Ministry spokesman Saad Maan told Reuters.

Iraqi security forces and armed volunteers move with military vehicles during clashes with militants of the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) in the town of Dalli Abbas in Diyala Province on 3 July, 2014. — Reuters

Two militants blow themselves up in southern Saudi Arabia

DUBAI, 6 July — Two suspected al-Qaeda militants blew themselves up on Saturday after being trapped inside a government building in southern Saudi Arabia, the Interior Ministry said, following an attack on a border post with Yemen that also killed four security men.

An Interior Ministry spokesman said the two were part of a group of six al-Qaeda militants who attacked the Wadi border post on Friday from Yemen that also killed four security men.

A man seriousness injured in the incident is suspected to have been the arsonist. He is being treated in hospital along with 28 others.

The fire broke out at around 5 pm on Saturday, when the No 7 line bus carrying 80 people was at a crossing between Dongpo Road and Qianchun Road in the downtown of Hangzhou, capital of east China’s Zhejiang Province.

Police have recovered video captured by a CCTV camera on the bus showing a man seriously injured in the incident. He was snatched off the street by his car and quickly ascending the pulpit below the black flag of the Islamic State, before delivering a sermon and leading prayers.— Reuters

Israeli aircraft attack 10 targets in Gaza

JERUSALEM, 6 July — Israeli aircraft attacked 10 sites used by Palestinian militants in the Gaza Strip on Sunday in response to persistent rocket strikes from the enclave, the Israeli military said.

Rocket launchers and a weapons manufacturing facility were among the targets of the air strikes, which followed the firing of a rocket, intercepted by Israel’s Iron Dome system late on Saturday, at the major southern city of Beersheba.

Following constant rocket fire at Israeli communities in the south, Israeli aircraft targeted 10 terror sites in the central and southern Gaza Strip,” the military said in a statement.

There were no immediate reports of casualties from the air strikes.

Israel beefed up ground forces along the Gaza frontier on Thursday, signalling that an invasion was an option if rocket fire did not stop. Egypt, a bordering country, has been trying to mediate a truce.

The current flareup began in mid-June after Israel began a crackdown on the occupied West Bank on Hamas, whose power base is in the Gaza Strip, after blaming the Islamist group for the abduction of three Israeli teenagers. Hamas has neither confirmed nor denied the Israeli allegations.

The Israeli youngsters’ bodies were found in the West Bank last week.

The teen’s death set off violent Palestinian protests in Jerusalem, which continued on Saturday and spread to several Arab villages and towns in northern Israel. Israeli police said those areas were quiet early on Sunday.— Reuters

Arson behind E China bus fire

HANGZHOU, 6 July — A bus fire that injured 32 people in east China’s Hangzhou on Saturday was caused by arson, police said on Sunday.

Police have found that the fire was ignited by banana oil, a lacquer thinner. A man seriously injured in the incident is suspected to have been the arsonist. He is being treated in hospital along with 28 others.

The fire broke out at around 5 pm on Saturday, when the No 7 line bus carrying 80 people was at a crossing between Dongpo Road and Qianchun Road in the downtown of Hangzhou, capital of east China’s Zhejiang Province.

Police have recovered video captured by a CCTV camera on the bus showing a man seriously injured in the incident. He was snatched off the street by his car and quickly ascending the pulpit below the black flag of the Islamic State, before delivering a sermon and leading prayers.— Reuters

Police cordon off the site where a bus was in flames in Hangzhou, capital of east China’s Zhejiang Province on 5 July, 2014. Thirty-two injured people were sent to hospitals after a bus caught fire on Saturday afternoon in downtown Hangzhou. No death case has been reported. — Xinhua

Witnesses said drivers of nearby private cars took out their extinguishers to join efforts to put out the bus fire. Passengers on the burning vehicle rushed out after its front door opened. Some smashed window glass to escape.— Xinhua

Verifying the suspect’s identity.

Lingyin Temple is a famous tourist attraction in the scenic city, known for its picturesque West Lake. Investigators said that many of the passengers aboard the bus were tourists from five provinces and cities outside Hangzhou. There are three minors among the injured.

A source with the Hangzhou Public Security Bureau told Xinhua on Saturday that police have not found any clues suggesting the incident was related to terrorism.
Ukraine government forces recapture separatist stronghold

SLAVIANSK, (Ukraine), 6 July — Ukrainian forces routed pro-Russian rebels in a flashpoint area of eastern Ukraine on Saturday and raised the country’s blue and yellow flag again over what had for months been the separatist redoubt of Slaviansk.

A Reuters reporter saw a convoy of about 20 military transport vehicles and buses filled with armed rebels driving out of Kramatorsk where they had gone after apparently fleeing Slaviansk 20 km (12 miles) to the north.

About 100-150 Ukrainian troops patrolled the centre of Slaviansk and some soldiers were bringing out weapons and ammunition from one of the administration buildings the rebels had been using as a headquarters.

Shooting could be heard from the outskirts of the town which had served as a stronghold for rebel forces command, and one Ukrainian soldier said the city was not yet fully under government control.

Newly-appointed Defence Minister Valery Heletey appeared confident in reporting to Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko.

Heletey said the Ukrainian flag had been hoisted over the main administrative building in Slaviansk, replacing the Russian white-blue-red tricolour.

Separatist strongholds have been backing the insurgents fighting government forces in eastern Ukraine. Its re-capture represents Kiev’s most notable military victory in three months of fighting in which more than 200 Ukrainian troops have been killed as well as hundreds of civilians and rebels.

On Saturday evening, a white flag with the St George’s ribbon on it one of the standards of the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic lay on the ground in front of one of the main buildings used by the rebels.

US asks Israel to probe beating of American teen in Jerusalem

JERUSALEM/WASHINGTON, 6 July — The United States called for speedy investigation of an incident in which a 15-year-old American of Palestinian descent appeared to have been badly beaten by Israeli paramilitary police during riots in East Jerusalem.

State Department spokeswoman Jen Psaki confirmed the teen, Tariq Khdeir, was being held by Israeli authorities in Jerusalem and said a consular officer visited him on Saturday. “We are profoundly troubled by reports that he was severely beaten while in police custody and strongly condemn any excessive use of force,” Psaki said.

A video clip circulated on the Internet on Saturday showed two Israeli border police holding down and repeatedly pummelling a masked youth before carrying him away.

The family of Khdeir, from Tampa, Florida, who was visiting relatives in East Jerusalem, say he was the target of the punches, although the footage is blurred and the victim cannot be identified as he appears also to be wearing a head covering. A later part of the video shows Khdeir’s face with a heavy black eye and swollen lip. He is a cousin of Mohammed Abu-Khdeir, the youth whom Palestinians believe was abducted and murdered by far-right Israelis on Wednesday.

The Israeli Justice Ministry said in a statement that the police investigations department was looking into the incident. Police spokesman Micky Rosenfeld said Khdeir was one of six rioters caught and detained in the incident, three of whom were found to be carrying knives.

Very powerful adversaries.

The Chinese technical intelligence agency alone has over 100,000 employees,” Maassen said, in an excerpt of an interview to be published on Sunday, when Merkel begins her seventh trip to China.

Beijing rejects US charges it uses cyber espionage to acquire technology and modernize its military.

The former US intelligence contractor Edward Snowden has leaked documents that purportedly show that the US National Security Agency has spied on Chinese companies such as Huawei Technologies.

Trade between Germany and China has been worth about 140 billion euros ($110.74 billion) per year for the past three years but in the first quarter of this year, German exports to China surged by 9.8 percent, according to one German trade organization, the GTAI — Reuters

German spy warns firms ‘easy prey’ to espionage as Merkel visits China

BERLIN, 6 July — A German intelligence chief warned, as Chancellor Angela Merkel embarked on her latest visit to China, that some firms in Europe’s biggest economy face a growing threat from industrial espionage by Chinese government agencies with huge resources.

“Many German mid-sized family companies are easy prey,” Hans-Georg Maassen, head of the BfV domestic intelligence agency, told a Sunday newspaper, referring to the small and medium-sized family firms that are the backbone of the economy.

“They often don’t really know what their crown jewels are or what the other side is interested in,” he told Welt am Sonntag.

“They are up against very powerful adversaries. The Chinese technical intelligence agency alone has over 100,000 employees,” Maassen said, in an excerpt of an interview to be published on Sunday, when Merkel begins her seventh trip to China.

Beijing rejects US charges it uses cyber espionage to acquire technology and modernize its military.

The former US intelligence contractor Edward Snowden has leaked documents that purportedly show that the US National Security Agency has spied on Chinese companies such as Huawei Technologies.

Trade between Germany and China has been worth about 140 billion euros ($110.74 billion) per year for the past three years but in the first quarter of this year, German exports to China surged by 9.8 percent, according to one German trade organization, the GTAI — Reuters

The rebels acknowledged the loss.

Alekandr Borodai, a leader of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, was quoted by the Interfax news agency as saying: “The punitive forces of Ukraine ... moved into a large-scale offensive.

“Given the disproportionate numerical superiority of the enemy troops, units of the armed forces of the Donetsk People’s Republic were forced to leave their previous positions on the northern sector of the front.”

Slaviansk has been the strongest redoubt of militants fighting government forces in eastern Ukraine.

Its re-capture represents Kiev’s most notable military victory in three months of fighting in which more than 200 Ukrainian troops have been killed as well as hundreds of civilians and rebels.

On Saturday evening, a white flag with the St George’s ribbon on it — one of the standards of the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic — lay on the ground in front of one of the main buildings used by the rebels.
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“Given the disproportionate numerical superiority of the enemy troops, units of the armed forces of the Donetsk People’s Republic were forced to leave their previous positions on the northern sector of the front.”

Slaviansk has been the strongest redoubt of militants fighting government forces in eastern Ukraine.

Its re-capture represents Kiev’s most notable military victory in three months of fighting in which more than 200 Ukrainian troops have been killed as well as hundreds of civilians and rebels.

On Saturday evening, a white flag with the St George’s ribbon on it — one of the standards of the self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic — lay on the ground in front of one of the main buildings used by the rebels.
Pakistan fighting reverses flow of refugees, stirs unease in Afghanistan

KHAKI, (Afghanistan) 6 July — Thousands of refugees fleeing an offensive by Pakistan’s army have poured across the lawless border into ramshackle camps on the hillside of Afghanistan, stirring unease that Taleban militants may be hiding among them. The migrants are issuing from the porous border, which myriad in any case do not recognize, mark a change. For the first time in more than 30 years beleaguered residents are escaping into Afghanistan and not out of it, an irony not lost on local officials or refugee agencies.

Authorities in Khoseh (Khost) Province are offering a warm welcome and what little they have to shelter the newcomers. But intelligence officers and the army are uneasy — some refugees from North Waziristan Province could be Islamic activists of the Pakistan Taliban, the target of Pakistan’s offensive.

“Today they want to provide these families with equal help.” Refugees poured over the border in the other direction after Soviet troops invaded Afghanistan in 1979. More followed after Moscow’s pullout a decade later sparked mass disorder and still more fled after Afghanistan’s own Taleban took power in 1996. Some 3.8 million Afghans have returned to Afghanistan since the Taleban were ousted by a US-led coalition of forces in 2001, while 1.6 million remain there as refugees. Circumstances are now different. The Pakistan Taleban, stronger and more audacious than any in the area, have launched a military campaign that has killed 11 people in recent days.

The governor of Khoseh Province applauded the hospitality of Afghan border officials and UN representatives at the refugee camps. “These communities for decades have been the ones benefitting from support from tribal communities in North Waziristan and the Wazir tribes to the south, and now they have to shelter fleeing Afghans,” he said. “We are doing our best.”

Authorities in Khost Province are offering a warm welcome and what little they have to shelter the newcomers. But intelligence officers and the army are uneasy — some refugees from North Waziristan Province could be Islamic activists of the Pakistan Taleban, the target of Pakistan’s offensive.

“The Taleban’s Waziristan Province applauded the hospitality of Afghan border officials and UN representatives at the refugee camps. The Taleban are our friends,” said governor Abdul Jabbar Nazari. “We are doing our best.”

Three European engineers probably kidnapped in Libya

TRIPOLI, 6 July — Three Europeans working for an Italian construction company have likely been kidnapped in Libya, a government official said on Sunday. The car of the Italian, Macedonian and Bosnian engineers was found abandoned in the town of Zuwara, west of the capital Tripoli, an official in the local town council told Reuters. “They are missing, and we suspect they have been kidnapped.” No other details were immediately available.

The North African country has seen a rise in kidnappings of diplomats, foreigners and Libyans by the government and parliament are unable to control militias who helped oust Muammar Gaddafi in 2011 but now defy state authority.

Mexico police detain alleged serial child killer

MEXICO CITY, 6 July — Mexican police have detained a man who allegedly murdered four children and a woman in a small town in the centre of the country, authorities said on Saturday. The man is suspected of being responsible for at least 10 other deaths.

The state attorney’s office said the arrest was made in the town of Tamaulipas, where 9-year-old girls were found murdered in 2011. The suspect, who has a long record of previous convictions, was arrested in a recording studio in the town of Tamaulipas.

Yemen bombs Shi’ite rebels after truce collapses, 70 killed

SANAA, 6 July — The Yemeni air force bombed Shi’ite Muslim fighters north of Sanaa on Saturday in fighting that killed at least 70 people, local officials said, after a truce reached last month between the insurgents and government forces collapsed.

The fighting in northern Yemen, which has taken on a sectarian tone, is further destabilizing a country struggling to overcome a range of problems including a secessionist movement in its south and the nationwide spread of al-Qaeda insurgencies.

The state attorney’s office said the arrest was made in the town of Tamaulipas, where 9-year-old girls were found murdered in 2011. The suspect, who has a long record of previous convictions, was arrested in a recording studio in the town of Tamaulipas.
Enhancing higher education institution capacity

By Myo Myint

(continued from 6-7-2014)

Listening is the basis of interaction and everyone in the institution from the rector to the cleaners must learn to listen carefully to each other, and try to understand the needs and wants of each other. The very act of listening shows regard for the opinion of another person. The act of giving consideration to a person’s suggestion and reacting to it shows appreciation of a person’s effort to contribute to the well-being of the institution. We get fresh ideas and views from interactions. Many of the misunderstandings in an institution are caused by lack of interaction. Dialogue promotes understanding which is the first step towards cooperation and friendship. In addition, dialogue also serves as the basis to set common objectives for one’s institution. Formal meetings serve as excellent forums for exchange of thoughts but rectors can learn a lot, if not more, from conversations with teachers, students and administrative staff in informal settings. Hence, rectors must take every opportunity to visit departments, classrooms, recreation centres, canteens, and other places to interact with people and learn from them in order to develop realistic solutions that will solve problems. The rector must remember that he/she needs the goodwill and cooperation of everyone on the campus, especially the heads of departments who serve as the middleman and the voices of wisdom and experience at the institution, to accomplish his missions.

Just as rectors need to constantly interact with the community in his/her institution, so also the leading figure of the university, he/she needs to build strong links with the local community in order to get its goodwill, assistance and to better learn and fulfill its needs. It is well-known that many of the regional and international institutions have been financially and academically strengthened by alumni and members of the local community. Myanmar rectors need to explore this channel in order to raise funds for their universities, expand programmes, improve facilities and establish linkages with local specialists. At the same time, higher education institutions can contribute enormously to community development at a time when Myanmar is striving to catch up with her more developed neighbours, by offering their technical and research expertise to local businesses, industries and social organizations. University and community partnership is best enhanced through frequent visits by parents and members of the local community, industries and businesses to universities to develop better understanding of the contribution of higher education institutions to community development and nation building. Similarly, students and faculty should visit local organizations, enterprises and industries to gain job related and real life experience as well as to form networks for future employment as graduates.

The aim of the Myanmar higher education sector is to leapfrog to reach the education standards of leading ASEAN member countries. To realize this ambitious goal, one of the strategies Myanmar rectors must utilize is to broaden their linkages with regional and international higher education institutions, and conduct student and faculty exchange programme and other academic collaboration activities to gain international experience. Regarding this matter, at the initial stage, it would be wise to give full consideration to all offers of collaboration from international institutions and organizations in order to work and cooperate as much as possible. Only later on institutions should be more selective to ensure that the partnerships are beneficial for both sides.

Creativity is the hallmark of the 21st century and is a characteristic that all universities seek to develop in their students to guarantee that they succeed when they graduate. To ensure that their students develop this ability, rectors must first ascertain that faculty are also imbued with this quality. Rectors must lead, through example, in developing creativity. Staff development programmes, with development of new faculty as one component, need to be continuously carried out, if possible with the partnership of international universities, so that creativity is instilled in faculty as swiftly as possible.

The whole country is now on the road to modernization to catch up with economically and technologically more advanced countries. Education is the leading force of economic progress, technological advancement and social development and therefore the higher education sector has a guiding role to play in this very important matter. Rectors must strive to ensure that the curriculum of their institutions is on par with those of international institutions and be in tandem with the developments of the time. Universities must introduce new disciplines and programmes to cater to the demand for new knowledge and skills by a developing economy. The faculty must update their teaching method and move away from rote learning to problem based, student centered learning. Students must be taught to think independently and solve problems creatively. Reference and research facilities must be modernized to enable students and faculty to utilize the latest technologies and books in carrying out research. Even the appearance of the campus needs to be modernized so that students can study in a learning environment that will stimulate them to become more innovative. The rector as the leader of the institution must exploit his/her imagination as much as possible and in this connection he/she might need to gain inspiration by observing local as well as foreign campuses either through visits or by studying through other means such as home learning.

Being able to move an institution onto the fast track to development is very much dependent on the qualities of the rector. His/Her strong leadership, devotion to bring about excellence in teaching and research, wisdom, excellent judgment, courage and commitment to promote integrity and equality will be the abilities that can harness the collective enthusiasm of faculty and students in developing a modern progressive higher education institution that will foster the knowledge and skills needed to successively face the challenges of the 21st century.

In matters of education, honesty is the best policy. Therefore, rectors need to examine the level of achievements of their institutions frankly, so that they can formulate effective strategies to raise the quality of their institutions which will surely contribute to the holistic development of our youths and enable our country to join the ranks of fast developing countries.

Wachet Hospital where local and foreign doctors treating poor patients with loving kindness

Sayar Mya

(continued from 6-7-2014)

Anesthetists
1. Dr. Daw Khin Pyone Nyunt (Retired), Consultant Anesthetist (Retired), Duchess of Kent Hospital, Sandakan, Sabah, East Malaysia.
2. Dr. Hin Aye Khang, Anesthetist (Retired), Jivitada Hospital, Yangon
3. Dr. U Soe Myint, Consultant Anesthetist (Retired), United Nations Volunteer,
Namibia, Malawi, Lesotho and South Africa.
List of surgery cases treated during the visit.
1. Gall-Stone (20)
2. Hernia (5)
3. Hydrocele (4)
4. Thyroid Nodule (5)
5. Varicose Vein (6)
6. Fistula in Anus (4)
7. Pile (6)
8. Told patients (50)
As the Wachet Jivitada Sangha hospital in Sagaing Hills is providing health care, medical treatment and saving lives of the marginalized, vulnerable and poor patients from upper Myanmar and many parts of the country by the Good Samaritans foreign doctors, it is indeed the golden opportunity for our Myanmar compassionate and generous doctors to cooperate, in the context of modern advanced procedures, with the foreign counterparts hand in hand in treating our patients and preserving souls.

Written by Myo Tun, Retired DD of MOFA, Currently working as Independent Freelance Consultant as well as Patron of Wachet Hospital.
Union minister inspects progress of Sports and Physical Education Institute in Taunggyi

Cowboys at Ayeyawady River leave as floods increase

As the water level of Ayeyawady River is rising day by day, the lands and wetlands are starting to be inundated, with hired cowboys are preparing to move back to their villages, leaving the cattle behind.

Cowboys from Natoo Taungtha and Ngazun townships of Mandalay Region bring their cows to alluvial lands in Amarapura, Shangalekyun, and Madaya townships during the summer months, where cold season crops can be harvested. As their families usually follow, construction of temporary pens were requested from authorities, with the task not carried out adequately, forcing them to return home.

About four to five families of cowboys currently live in the flooded areas to look after herds of up to 150 cows and oxen.

Kokkokkon Village of Kyunhla Tsp gets power supply, new school building

The chief minister unveiled the signboard of the power supply for the village, with other officials launching the supply of power.

The chief minister also attended a ceremony to hand over the new school building identified as Mu Nadi. Construction Committee chairman U Maung Nyunt handed over the documents related to the school building to Deputy Region Education Officer U Lu Maw.

The chief minister and his delegation presented one TV set, copy books, sports gear and publications for the school and cash award to the dance troupe members.

The school building was built at a cost of K 43.2 million.

Village gravel road under construction in Zabuthiri Tsp

Nay Pyi Taw, 6 July—Member of Nay Pyi Taw Council U Myo Nyunt looked into progress of a gravel road in Aungchantha village of Zabuthiri Township in Nay Pyi Taw Council Area on Sunday.

He also visited rice mills and a paddy dryer factory.

The gravel road will link the Yangon-Mandalay Highway and Pyinmana-Taungnyo road. The placing of gravel on the road will cost K 31.66 million.

More plans are underway to upgrade the gravel road to an asphalt road in Thabyegon Ward, repair the earthen roads in Tegygon and Shadaw villages and tarmac the roads in Aungzabu Ward and Nyaungpinwaing village in the township.

Nay Pyi Taw Council is planning to spend K1.5 billion on social, education, health and economic development of the township.

Aerial bundle cable covers substituted with new ones

Yangon, 6 July—Thangyangun Township Administrator U Hla Myint and Township Electrical Engineer U Saw Thura of Yangon City Electricity Supply Board supervised erection of concrete lamp-posts on Pawhsanawwe street in No 29 Ward of Thuwunna in Thangyangun Township of Yangon Region on Friday.

They also looked into substitution of aerial bundle cable covers with new ones along Thanthuma Street in Sanyya Ward and the route from Pyidawtha Street to Post Office Street in Thingangyun Township and carried out substitutions of cables to ensure safety.

A plan is underway to continue replacing old cables, said an official.

Hmwe Hmwe
(Thingangyun)
Overweight osteoarthritis patients have more pain

New York, 6 July — Overweight and obese people with arthritis in their knees tend to report more pain than slimmer people with the chronic joint disease, suggests a new study.

Past studies have found that heavier people, especially women, are more likely to develop osteoarthritis and often have more severe osteoarthritis (OA). This study goes a step further. It suggests that people with a higher body mass index (BMI), a measure of weight in relation to height, may have more pain than normal-weight people with the same amount of arthritis-related damage.

“My main innovation here was that I wanted to link up BMI, OA severity and pain to try to see what causes the pain,” Elizabeth Weiss, an anthropologist at San Jose State University in California, said.

She said that no matter where and when populations existed, osteoarthritis seems to be as common among those long gone as it is today.

Osteoarthritis occurs when the protective cartilage around joints — such as in the hands, neck, knees and hips — starts to wear down. When this happens, the bones begin to rub together, which can make walking and other everyday activities painful.

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, about 14 percent of adults in the US over age 25 have some form of osteoarthritis.

Weiss studied modern people because she wanted to know whether knee arthritis would have caused similar amounts of pain among past peoples who were less likely to be overweight or obese, compared to today’s population.

“I figured that if the data showed that BMI was the real culprit of pain in knee OA patients, then past people wouldn’t have felt much pain, and for doctors it would mean that decreasing BMI would help patients feel better even if their OA was not improved,” she said.

Weiss studied the health records of almost 5,000 people between 45 and 79 years old who were part of the four-year National Institutes of Health Osteoarthritis Initiative study.

Of the participants, 1,390 had already been diagnosed with knee osteoarthritis, 3,284 did not have the disease but were at risk of developing it and 122 did not have osteoarthritis or related risk factors.

Weiss analyzed X-rays to determine the severity of patients’ arthritis and used the health records to gather information on their BMI and pain levels during everyday activities.

She found that patients with a higher BMI reported more pain, even after taking into account the severity of their joint damage.

For each category of arthritis severity, pain scores were substantially higher among obese patients than among normal-weight patients. Scores for overweight patients fell somewhere in the middle.

Excess weight can intensify the amount of stress on the weight-bearing joints of the knees, and without a normal amount of protective cartilage, moving around gets more and more painful, Weiss said in her report. Certain hormones associated with obesity may also play a role in the severity of both knee arthritis and pain.

Reuters

How well do people identify stinging bugs?

New York, 6 July — Most adults have a tough time telling hornets, wasps and bees apart, which could spell trouble if a sting causes a severe allergic reaction, according to a new study.

Insects can sting with their stingers, which are modified mouthparts.

Most adults have a tough time telling hornets, wasps and bees apart, which could spell trouble if a sting causes a severe allergic reaction, according to a new study.

Adults from four different areas of the US — Maryland and Florida, Ohio and Nevada — were asked to identify the stingers from photographs, as well as from photographs of their nests.

For each category of arthropod, 10 people had to correctly identify the stingers and 10 had them all wrong.

“Overall, this study supports the general perception that adults are poor discriminators in distinguishing stinging insects with the exception of the honeybee,” the authors write.

“Genome sequencing is a useful tool and it is a trend for the medical development, but it shouldn’t be misused,” Li said. Only people with positive results in primary screening or those with a risk of miscarriage as a result of undergoing amniocentesis should be put forward for genome sequencing, according to Li.—Xinhua

Genome sequencing back on track

Beijing, 6 July — The first batch of qualified genome sequencing tools for prenatal checks was approved by the State Food and Drug Administration on Monday.

In a bid to regulate the industry, the agency in February called a halt to all genome sequencing in clinical practice and said that related appliances, reagents and medical-use software must be registered with the SFDA.

It said also that clinical practices must be approved by the National Health and Family Planning Commission.

Dr Duan Tao said yesterday he was delighted the new rules had been put in place and that the first batch of equipment had passed muster.

“Genome sequencing in prenatal checks can identify 99 percent of all Down’s syndrome cases,” the president of Shanghai First Maternity and Infant Hospital said.

“It also reduces the need for invasive practices such as amniocentesis,” he said.

Dr Li Ruzhi from the Obstetrics and Gynecology Hospital of Fudan University, however, said that while genome sequencing is an effective diagnostic tool for diseases due to chromosome variation it is not effective in identifying diseases caused by gene mutation.

“Genome sequencing... is a useful tool and it is a trend for the medical development, but it shouldn’t be misused,” Li said. Only people with positive results in primary screening or those with a risk of miscarriage as a result of undergoing amniocentesis should be put forward for genome sequencing, according to Li.—Xinhua

How well do people identify stinging bugs?

A bee sting therapist holds a bee to sting the arm of a patient in a bee farm in Silang, Cavite south of Manila on 6 June, 2012. — Reuters

New York, 6 July — Most adults have a tough time telling hornets, wasps and bees apart, which could spell trouble if a sting causes a severe allergic reaction, according to a new study.

Stings from bees, wasps, yellow jackets, hornets and ants — all members of the Hymenoptera order of insects — resulted in millions of stings each year. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, a total of 25,360 hospital visits from 2001 through 2004.

Insect identification is helpful in diagnosing a Hymenoptera venom allergy, prescribing a treatment and providing guidance on prevention, said Dr Troy Baker of the Malcolm Grow Medical Clinic and Surgery Centre at Joint Base Andrews in Maryland and colleagues, writing in the Annals of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology.

Insects can sting without being seen, are relatively small, and can look similar to one another, making it hard to identify the perpetrator in many cases, they added.

To see how good people are at identifying common stinging insects, Baker and colleagues enrolled 640 adults from four different air force bases in Maryland, Florida, Ohio and Nevada.

The study participants looked at pictures of stinging insects and two different nests in photographs on a six-question multiple choice test. They also answered questions about themselves, including whether they had ever been stung by an insect.

Nine of every ten participants had been stung by at least one insect in the past, with 41 percent stung two or three times and 20 percent stung four to six times.

On average, people answered three out of six questions correctly. Just 20 percent had a perfect score and 10 had them all wrong.

“Overall, this study supports the general perception that adults are poor discriminators in distinguishing stinging insects with the exception of the honeybee,” the authors write.

“Genome sequencing is a useful tool and it is a trend for the medical development, but it shouldn’t be misused,” Li said. Only people with positive results in primary screening or those with a risk of miscarriage as a result of undergoing amniocentesis should be put forward for genome sequencing, according to Li.—Xinhua
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A bee sting therapist holds a bee to sting the arm of a patient in a bee farm in Silang, Cavite south of Manila on 6 June, 2012. — Reuters

New York, 6 July — Most adults have a tough time telling hornets, wasps and bees apart, which could spell trouble if a sting causes a severe allergic reaction, according to a new study.

Stings from bees, wasps, yellow jackets, hornets and ants — all members of the Hymenoptera order of insects — resulted in millions of stings each year. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, a total of 25,360 hospital visits from 2001 through 2004.

Insect identification is helpful in diagnosing a Hymenoptera venom allergy, prescribing a treatment and providing guidance on prevention, said Dr Troy Baker of the Malcolm Grow Medical Clinic and Surgery Centre at Joint Base Andrews in Maryland and colleagues, writing in the Annals of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology.

Insects can sting without being seen, are relatively small, and can look similar to one another, making it hard to identify the perpetrator in many cases, they added.

To see how good people are at identifying common stinging insects, Baker and colleagues enrolled 640 adults from four different air force bases in Maryland, Florida, Ohio and Nevada.

The study participants looked at pictures of stinging insects and two different nests in photographs on a six-question multiple choice test. They also answered questions about themselves, including whether they had ever been stung by an insect.

Nine of every ten participants had been stung by at least one insect in the past, with 41 percent stung two or three times and 20 percent stung four to six times.

On average, people answered three out of six questions correctly. Just 20 percent had a perfect score and 10 had them all wrong.

“Overall, this study supports the general perception that adults are poor discriminators in distinguishing stinging insects with the exception of the honeybee,” the authors write.

“Genome sequencing is a useful tool and it is a trend for the medical development, but it shouldn’t be misused,” Li said. Only people with positive results in primary screening or those with a risk of miscarriage as a result of undergoing amniocentesis should be put forward for genome sequencing, according to Li.—Xinhua
China’s icebreaker “Xuelong” (Snow Dragon)

BEIJING, 6 July — China’s icebreaker “Xuelong” (Snow Dragon) is all set to leave its Shanghai base next Friday to embark on a sixth expedition to the North Pole. A total of 128 scientists and crew, including six foreign experts and one from Taiwan, will take part in the 76-day trip, which will mostly focus on environmental research in the polar region, officials from the Polar Research Institute of China said on Friday.

The team will set up eight short-term and one long-term observation stations on the sea ice of the Arctic Ocean.

“It will be the largest number of on-ice observation stations we’ve ever set up during an Arctic expedition,” said chief scientist Pan Zengdi.

“The location for the long-term station hasn’t been decided, as we need to check the condition of the sea ice,” he said.

Team leader Qu Tanzhou said the mission will also seek to determine how El Nino might affect the polar region.

“It is unknown how sea ice coverage will change if El Nino arrives,” Qu said.

“We will collect data from the ocean and the ice as part of our research into global climate change,” he said. — Xinhua
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4G networks not just next step beyond

4G networks: EU commissioner

BRUSSELS, 6 July — It is important to understand that 5G mobile will be more than just the next step beyond today’s 4G networks, Vice-President of the European Commission Neelie Kroes said on Friday.

“It will also offer totally new possibilities to connect people, and also things — cars, houses, energy infrastructure. All of them at once, wherever you and they are,” said the commissioner. The EU-funded research projects were based on various technical requirements, including addressing the capacity crunch and finding new ways to use spectrum to ensure citizens and business would be able to benefit from 5G.

According to the EU, the European telecom industry, representing more than 1.7 million direct and indirect jobs in Europe, has been historically in the forefront of mobile technology. — Xinhua

NASA, Boeing to develop most powerful rocket for Mars

WASHINGTON, 6 July — NASA and Boeing have inked a USD 2.8 billion deal to develop a giant rocket which is set to be the largest and most powerful ever built, paving the way for manned missions to Mars. Boeing has finalized a contract with NASA to develop the core stage of the Space Launch System (SLS), the most powerful rocket ever built.

In addition, Boeing has been tasked to study the SLS Exploration Upper Stage, which will further expand mission range and payload capabilities.

The agreement comes as NASA and the Boeing team complete the Critical Design Review (CDR) on the core stage – the last major review before full production begins.

“Our teams have dedicated themselves to ensuring that the SLS – the largest ever – will be built safely, affordably and on time,” Virginia Barnes, Boeing SLS vice president and programme manager said in a statement.

“We are passionate about NASA’s mission to explore deep space. It’s a very personal mission, as well as a national mandate,” said Barnes. — PTI

Tata Motors to launch two new vehicles every year till 2020

NEW DELHI, 6 July — Tata Motors is looking at launching a couple of models each year till 2020 as the company looks to ramp up its portfolio in the competitive Indian car market.

“We are working on a product strategy that started last year. The plan is to bring a couple of new vehicles every year,” Tata Motors President, passenger vehicles, Ranjit Yadav told PTI. The new vehicles will also cater to global markets and service various “attractive” segments, he added.

He, however, did not share more details on the product launches.

The company is also working on various other measures such as enhancing quality of manufacturing facilities and improving customer buying and after sales experience, Yadav said. As part of the strategy to reach out to its customers, Tata Motors today unveiled a country-wide campaign to showcase its new 1.2 litre petrol engine that will power its soon-to-be-launched models Zest and Bolt.

“The Revotron 1.2 T will power our upcoming cars, the Zest and Bolt. To narrate this exciting story, we are engaging with our customers through various platforms,” Yadav said.

The company will showcase the engine thorough Revotron Labs to customers across 15 cities. It plans to extend the campaign to digital platforms.

Tata Motors senior vice president, programme planning and project management, Girish Wagh said the Revotron range of engines would be manufactured at the company’s Pune plant. — PTI

iPhone 6 to launch on 25 September, 5.5-Inch model named iPhone Air

NEW DELHI, 6 July — Another day and another iPhone 6 rumour. This time a report out of China details an astonishing new launch date for the next iPhone from Apple, ahead of most dates in previous leaks. The report is accompanied with purported pricing details, as well as the name of the anticipated larger 5.5-inch iPhone 6 variant — iPhone Air.

The report citing industry sources claims Apple will unveil the iPhone 6 on 15 September, which falls on a Monday, while retail availability will begin on 25 September, which falls on a Thursday.

Apple traditionally starts sales of new iPhone models on a Friday to capture the weekend crowd, so the dates seem a little fishy.

Previous leaks (including a purported internal communication from a German telecom carrier) had indicated a more credible launch date of 19 September, which happens to be Friday.

According to the China.com report (via GforGames), China will also be amongst the first countries to receive the iPhone. The report also details the pricing, which matches previous leaks, claiming the 4.7-inch iPhone 6 (32GB) will cost CNY 5,288 (roughly Rs. 50,800), while the 5.5-inch iPhone 6 (16GB) will be priced at CNY 5,998 (roughly Rs. 57,600). This would also imply the 4.7-inch iPhone 6 (32GB) is cheaper than the current 4-inch iPhone 5s (16GB), which costs CNY 5,300.

The same report claims the much-rumoured 5.5-inch iPhone 6 variant will be called the iPhone Air, following the naming scheme of the latest, largest iPad. The report adds that China Mobile and China Unicom, Apple’s carriers in the country, have begun field testing the iPhone 6 on their networks. — PTI
An EU agenda: keeping British in, Russians out, Germans down

Rowe, 6 July — The first secretary-general of NATO, Lord Ismay, once said the Western defence alliance was created “to keep the Americans in, the Russians out and the Germans down”.

The task facing the European Union now might be described as to keep the British in, the Russians out and the Germans down.

British in

Prime Minister David Cameron’s demand to redraw Britain’s relationship with the EU could mean the result to a referendum in 2017 means the next few years are bound to be dogged by haggling over Brussels’ powers and potential opt-outs for London.

If Britain, Europe’s third largest economy, main financial centre and joint biggest military and diplomatic power, were to become the first country ever to leave the bloc, it would deal a severe blow to itself but also to the EU’s global standing.

Last month’s confrontation over Russia of Jean-Claude Juncker as European Commission president against adamant British opposition was a foretaste of the fraught negotiations ahead if Cameron is re-elected next year.

Under fierce pressure from Eurocrats at home, the British leader risks overplaying his hand, misreading and alienating his main allies, as he did with German Chancellor Angela Merkel over Juncker, and demanding too high a price.

Some continental politicians, exasperated by 40 years of British efforts to block a federal Europe and secure favourable terms by hardball negotiating tactics, are tempted to let the UK go in a belief that their life would be easier afterwards.

Yet keeping Britain in, provided it undertakes not to obstruct closer economical and political integration of the euro single currency area, must surely be a priority for the EU.

Russians out

Russian President Vladimir Putin’s annexation of Crimea, cut-off of gas supplies to Ukraine and destabilisation of eastern Ukraine have Moscow and Moldova economically challenged to Europe — and reducing the EU’s dependency on Russian gas — hugh on the policy agenda.

Brussels officials fear Moscow may do more to punish Ukraine and fellow ex-Soviet republics Georgia and Moldova economically for signing trade and cooperation pacts with the EU.

Member states differ on how far to go in sanctioning Russia for its behaviour, whether to give Ukraine a long-term prospect of membership and what incentives to offer Moscow if it changes course.

The Germans are reluctant to jeopardize their energy and trade interests, the French to cancel the sale of’ onter carriers and the British to endanger London’s role as an offshore banking center and playground for Russia’s rich.

While former Soviet bloc states such as Poland and Estonia favor a tougher line with Moscow, others such as Slovakia, Romania and Bulgaria are wary of pitting energy supplies and business ties at risk.

Preventing Russia from destabilizing the EU’s eastern neighbourhood is a common European interest, but where and how to draw red lines will be a major challenge for the bloc.

Germans down?

Yes, but why the desire to keep the Germans down?

Germany is in many ways a beacon of economic success and stable democ-

cy, anchored in the bosom of the euro and NATO.

But its growing political ascendency over the EU in the wake of the euro zone crisis has stirred unease in many European capitals, ensuring that a tug-of-war with Berlin over economic and fiscal policy is likely to escalate.

French weakness, British attachment, the enflamme of the European Commission and the muscle-flexing of the German constitutional court have all contributed to tilting the balance in the EU, thrusting Germany uncomfortably into the spotlight.

So too have impending changes in voting rules that give more weight to populace size, and the growing power of the European Parliament, where Germans make up the largest contin-

gent.

Long under-represented, Germans have secured an unprecedented grip on the reins of the main EU institutions that is raising concern in London and Paris.

Former Merkel aide Uwe Corsepius is secretary-general of the EU Council of ministers; Klaus Wedel is secretary-general of the European Parliament; Johannes Laitenberger, chief-of-staff of the outgoing Commission president, is to be deputy head of the legal service; Martin Selmayr is leading Juncker’s transition team in the Commission and is likely to be his chief-of-staff.

In addition, Klaus Regling, head of the euro zone’s financial rescue fund and Werner Hoyer, a former German European minister, is chief of the European Investment Bank.

The fact that these trained lawyers and economists all hold German passports does not make them pawns of Merkel. As EU civil servants, they are loyal to a vision of a fed-

eral Europe rather than to the Federal Republic of Germany.

But the dominance of German economic thinking, with an emphasis on austerity and a deep-seated culture of saving rather than spending or investing, needs to be tempered if Eu-

rope is to avoid a lost deca-

dade of stagnation and high unemployment.

Just last week, the Ger-

man government congratul-
ated itself on approving the first balanced budget since 1969, at a time when many economists say Ber-

lin should be cutting taxes to boost domestic demand and investing more in infra-

cstructure.

Italian Prime Minis-

ter Matteo Renzi, trying to shake up a highly indebted country often seen as an economic and political basket case, is challenging Berlin’s policy prescrip-


tion, using the rotating EU presidency to try to change the debate.

His offensive, sup-

ported by France and other southern states desperate for fiscal leeway to revive growth, has drawn limited concessions from Merkel and offers the incoming Juncker a chance to make the EU’s economic policy mix a bit less German.

Abe leaves for three-nation trip to Oceania

Tokyo, 6 July — Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe left on Sunday for a three-nation tour of New Zealand, Australia and Papua New Guinea.

Abe will hold summit talks with the prime ministers of each country — New Zealand’s John Key on Monday, Austral-

ia’s Tony Abbott on Tuesday and Papua New Guinea’s Peter O’Neill on Thursday.

The premier said he is eager to build a “new Japan-Australia era” as he is to sign bilateral agreements on free trade, as well as defence equipment and tech-

ology cooperation, during his stay in Canberra.

“This trip is intended to demonstr-

ate a new type of proactive pacifism. I want to strengthen cooperation not only through diplomatic ties but also def-

cence and security ties,” he told reporters just prior to his departure from Tokyo’s Haneda airport. In Canberra on Tues-

day, Abe will become the first Japanese prime minister to deliver a speech at the Australian parliament, according to the Japanese government. He is scheduled to return home on Saturday.—Kyodo News

TPP talks in full gear as chief negotiators join working-level meeting

OTTAWA, 6 July — Talks for a Pacific Rim free trade pact got into full swing on Saturday, with chief negotiators from the 12 countries involved joining working-level discus-

sions that started earlier.

“The start of the ‘official meet-

ing’ to cut a deal on the Trans-Pacific Partnership initiative toward the end of the year, is a sign that Japan’s top TPP negotia-

tors, said prior to meeting with his counterparts. “We hope to make progress on remaining issues and move toward a ministerial meet-

ing.”

The chief negotiators’ talks are part of the unusu-

ally long 10-day officials’ meeting that started on Thursday, following US President Barack Obama’s call for an agreement on the framework by November.

According to partici-

pants, the chief negotia-

tors discussed legal and institutional matters as well as labour, and made some progress on forging a framework for curbing ser-

ious labour problems.

A ministerial gathering, which usually follows working-level talks, is not being scheduled on the margin of the session in Ot-

tawa. It is as yet unknown whether a ministerial meet-

ing, at which trade chiefs could make final political decisions to seal a pact, will take place later some-

where else.

TPP talks have been delayed partly due to Ja-

pan-US bickering over tariff issues. If successfully realized, the TPP would create a massive free trade area bordering the Pacific, making up roughly 40 per-

cent of global gross domes-

tic product and one-third of all world trade.

The TPP involves Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the United States and Vietnam.

Kyodo News

Japan’s Prime Minister Shinzo Abe (C) and his wife Akie wave before boarding a plane at Haneda airport in Tokyo on 6 July, 2014.—KYODO NEWS
**Economy stalled, Cuba resists speedier path to free enterprise**

HAVANA, 6 July— Cuban President Raul Castro told parliament on Saturday the communist country’s market-oriented reforms must remain gradual, a clear signal he would resist calls to accelerate change in order to address an underperforming economy.

He also praised Cubans for “defeating imperialism” by resisting US aggression ever since the 1959 Cuban revolution.

Since taking over for his ailing older brother Fidel in 2008, Raul Castro, 83, has enacted widespread reforms such as turning state enterprises into private cooperatives, freeing Cubans to work in small private businesses, and reducing the role of the state in everyday life.

The reforms have raised expectations for improvements in the economy while also generating debate within the ruling Communist Party about how much more free enterprise should be allowed.

Castro said the pace of reforms would remain deliberative.

“The gradual nature of a series of activities that we are approving is indispensable,” Castro told 548 members of the National Assembly in its one-day, semiannual meeting.

The reforms have created a new class of wealthy Cubans, but a large majority still lives on $20 a month and overall Cuban productivity has stagnated. Low salaries remain a chronic complaint, even with free education, healthcare and a stable amount of basic foodstuffs.

Castro blamed the 52-year-old US economic embargo of Cuba for much of the country’s economic difficulty, saying the Cuban people deserved a medal for resisting US hostility.

“We have had success. We have had success in which our people have played a fundamental role. ... They have resisted and they are fighting imperialism,” Castro said.

The man charged with implementing the reforms, Marino Murillo, told the assembly more salary increases would be tied to productivity and that more state enterprises would be turned into private cooperatives in order to improve efficiency.

For example in the food products and services sector, the government had authorized 498 cooperatives, of which 249 were functioning, said Murillo, a member of the elite Politburo.

Cuba has also now authorized 467,000 people to work in the private sector, making them eligible to work in nearly 13,000 businesses, mostly restaurants, Murillo said.

The assembly meets more to hear updates on the economy and government activities rather than to approve laws. Special sessions are sometimes called to pass major legislation, as with a foreign investment law approved in March.

The Cuban economy grew just 0.6 percent in the first half, forcing the government to revise down its full-year projection to 1.4 percent from a target of 2.2 percent established in December, Economy Minister Adel Yzquierdo told the assembly.

Yzquierdo attributed the downward revision, which had been previously reported, to industries such as tourism, sugar and nickel mining coming up short of projections.

Other sectors outperformed expectations, Yzquierdo said. Transportation, warehousing and communications grew 6.2 percent while agriculture, livestock and fishing grew 5.6 percent. Sugar was up 5.3 percent, but well short of the target of 17.5 percent.

**Boeing 737 fuselages damaged in train derailment**

SEATTLE, 6 July — A train derailment in Montana this week damaged a shipment of jetliner fuselages and other large parts on its way to Boeing Co (BA.N) factories in Washington state from Spirit Aerosystems (SPRN), Boeing said on Saturday.

It was not yet known if the accident might affect production of planes, the company said. Boeing’s production depends on a complex supply chain that delivers many parts just in time for assembly, but the company often has the ability to prevent minor problems in logistics from idling its factories.

Boeing said a BNSF Railway Co train loaded with six 737 narrowbody fuselages and assemblies for its 777 and 747 wide-body jets derailed in Montana while en route from Wichita on Thursday.

A total of 19 cars in the 90-car train derailed in the incident about 18 miles (30 km) east of Superior, Montana, said Rail Link Montana. The rail company links with BNSF to carry freight from Billings in southern Montana through the state to Spokane, Washington where it links back to BNSF.

Of the derailed cars, three cars carrying 737 plane fuselages went down an embankment and into the Clark Fork River.

Spirit Aerosystems, based in Wichita, Kansas, builds all of Boeing’s 737 fuselages and Boeing currently produces 42 fuselages and assemblies for its 777 and 747 wide-body jets derailed in Montana while en route from Wichita on Thursday.
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Sylvester Stallone, all-round good guy, may play a villain

NEW YORK, 6 July — Actor Sylvester Stallone, known for playing heroes like John Rambo and Rocky Balboa, is now considering playing a villain — Greg Scarpa, a notorious mob boss.

The film’s screenplay by Nick Pileggi, who wrote Goodfellas and Casino, will highlight Greg Scarpa’s involvement in 20 murders and focus on his career, reports New York Post newspaper’s Page Six column.

Nick said “It’s a fabulous story. Mr Stallone is interested. He likes the script.”

Irwin Winkler, of Rocky fame, will produce the film along with Avi Lerner, who produced The Expendables and its sequels.—PTI

Lindsay Lohan injured during bike ride

LOS ANGELES, 6 July — Troubled star Lindsay Lohan has sustained injuries during a bicycle ride. The 28-year-old ‘Mean Girls’ star posted an image of a nasty looking cut on her Instagram account and blamed the injury on a Citi Bike — which are available to rent by the public as part of New York City’s bike sharing scheme, reported TMZ online.

The photo shows Lohan, who is dressed in denim shorts, with a red scrape along the top of her thigh. The actress captioned the image, “A citibike gone wrong #motoquiche (sic).”

Lohan’s injuries only added to what seems to have been a difficult week for the star after it was announced she was suing the creators of Grand Theft Auto for using a character in her image without her permission. The ‘Canyons’ star has filed a civil lawsuit against the company Take-Two Interactive over the character named Lacey Jonas for an unspecified sum of money.—PTI

Rita Ora will not stop believing in love, despite breakup

LONDON, 6 July — Singer Rita Ora, who broke up with boyfriend Calvin Harris last month, says she will not stop believing in love.

The 23-year-old star split from Harris, 30, following a year of dating, but says the breakup has not put her off falling for someone else in the near future, reported Contactmusic.

“I’m a girl that wants to be loved. I won’t stop believing in it (love),” Ora said. “Maybe I just need to stop looking for it (love).”

PTI

Katy Perry loves dressing as a teenager

LONDON, 6 July — Pop star Katy Perry says many of her stage costumes reflect her taste from when she was a teenager.

The 29-year-old ‘Roar’ singer favours bright colours and playful stage costumes by brands like Moschino and Cavalli during her ‘Prismatic World Tour’ because she still has the same fun-loving sense of style she had when she was a teenage girl, reported Life-Style magazine.

“There’s a lot of colour in my shows. I have so much fun with it. I’m going to be 30 at the end of this year, but I still feel like a 13 year old. Right now, I’m really obsessed with the Versace early 90s soft-grunge look, but I don’t think there should be any rules when it comes to colour.” Perry said.

Despite being on stage almost every night during her world tour, Perry ensures she does at least 30 minutes of cardio per day.

“When I’m on tour, the exercise routine is vigorous. I’ll work out every day, and I don’t have time for a full hour of exercise. I’ll run on the treadmill for 30 minutes. I actually love having that uninterrupted time to listen to new music or my favourite albums, and it feels great to get the blood circulating, too,” she said.—PTI

Miley Cyrus will make right choices: Dolly Parton

LONDON, 6 July — Singer Dolly Parton has again defended her goddaughter Miley Cyrus, saying that she has had to be controversial to “prove her point”.

The 68-year-old country singer is the godmother of Cyrus and previously appeared as a guest star in TV series ‘Hannah Montana’, reported BBC online.

“She’s a great talent, Miley, who I’ve known ever since she was a tiny little baby. She’s always been smart and quick and she is so gifted and I really, really hope she does great in this world of show business, and I believe she will,” Parton said.

The ‘9 to 5’ singer added, “I believe she’s gonna make the right choices, she’s had to go a little drastic now and then just to prove her point, but I’ve got a lot of faith in her and I’m hoping she does great ‘cos she is gifted and special.”

“You know how comical timing is very good, so she’s got all the goods— I’m just hoping she uses all of it well.” —PTI

Harrison Ford recovering fast

LOS ANGELES, 6 July — Harrison Ford, who injured himself on the set of ‘Star Wars: Episode VII’, is undergoing a speedy recovery.

The 71-year-old actor’s trainer said his health is progressing faster than the fictional spacecraft in the Star Wars movie, reported TMZ.

Ford is back on his feet with the help of a large leg brace as he works to regain full fitness for filming. The actor broke his left leg on 12 June, one of the first days of shooting of the film and was rushed to a hospital for a surgery.

Ford’s representative has said he was doing well and looking forward to returning to work.—PTI
**California Highway Patrol probes video of officer punching woman**

**Los Angeles, 6 July** — California Highway Patrol is investigating a video showing an officer punching a woman alongside a Los Angeles freeway during an arrest that began with an attempt to stop her from walking into traffic, an agency spokeswoman said on Saturday.

The video, which was taken by a passing motorist, posted online and broadcast by local television stations, has caused an outcry from community activists who say the officer used excessive force in the arrest on a Los Angeles freeway.

Patrol Assistant Chief Han Htwe said in an email.

The officer arrived at the location after the Highway Patrol received a call about a woman walking by the side of the freeway, a statement from the Highway Patrol said.

After spotting the woman walking shoeless along the narrow shoulder of the freeway and stepping into traffic lanes, the officer told her to stop, the statement said. He then approached the woman she became “physically combative” and arrested her in fear of her safety and his own, it said.

Interviewed by Spanish television, Perez had hailed Wolff as a great driver but then added jokingly that he would not want to be beaten by a female team mate and felt they would be better off in the kitchen.

The remarks flared up on social media and Perez subsequently put a message on Instagram apologizing “with all my heart” to all women.

His father came out-—Injured Brazil forward Neymar waited for his support on Saturday and said his team mates will do everything to keep his dream of winning the World Cup alive.

“My dream isn’t over. It was interrupted by a play but it continues,” Neymar, who has been ruled out of the rest of the tournament with a fractured vertebra, said in a video released by the Brazilian Soccer Federation.

“I’m certain that my team mates will do everything possible so that my dream, which is to be a champion, comes true.

“My dream was also to play in a World Cup final but this time it didn’t work out,” the 22-year-old said, his voice cracking with emotion.

“But God willing, they’re going to win this, they’re going to be champions, and I’m going to be by their side with them. And all us Brazilians are going to be celebrating.”

Neymar, who scored four goals in the tournament, suffered the back injury during Friday’s 2-1 quarter-final win over Colombia. Brazil will play Germany in the semi-finals on Tuesday in Belo Horizonte.

Globo TV, the country’s most popular network, broadcast Neymar’s message during a live variety show on Saturday. The channel gave it a standing ovation and many were in tears.

Neymar was strapped to a stretcher on Saturday when he was loaded into a helicopter to fly from the team’s training base to his home on the coast near Sao Paulo.

But he was sitting and comfortable, nothing is wrong, he told reporters.

“Saw some comments made by @SChecoPerez as I was making dinner in the kitchen last night...Please give him a break...” she Tweeted on Saturday.

His comments were taken completely out of context. Anyway, as my family will tell you, I drive better than I cook!”

— Reuters
Brutal Kvitova stamps authority on Canadian upset

LONDON, 6 July — After delivering a final devastating blow, Petra Kvitova lay sprawled on the turf, her arms raised in celebration having crushed tennis’s would-be princess in a Wimbledon final closer to a coronation than a contest.

It took just 55 minutes of thundering forehands and savage serves to hand the Czech a second All England Club title and leave her unwilling victim Eugenie Bouchard licking the wounds of a 6-3, 6-0 mauling.

The manner of her victory was unremorsefully brutal. A lesson in the art of modern women’s tennis delivered with such force and conviction it merely begged the question how it had taken the Czech three years to follow up her last success in SW19.

The final point encapsulated the contest — a fierce crosscourt winner that left Bouchard stretching in vain to get her racket on the ball and Kvitova to accept the Venus Rosewater Dish and the applause of an awe-struck, if slightly disappointed crowd.

“Maybe it was magic,” she quipped.

“They did not really have a choice,” said Martina Navratilova, who was watching from the Royal Box, and she freely admits to a princess personality, but she was soundly beaten by a truly regal display. — Reuters

Dutch keeper Krul a shootout hero, Argentina await

YANGON, 6 July — “What we did on the pitch, what we showed to the world, I think that is crucial,” said Costa Rica coach Jorge Luis Pinto.

“We are not a big power but we demonstrated things, we are leaving very proud.”

The Dutch, who have never won the World Cup but reached three finals, including the last one in Johannesburg four years ago, play Argentina in Sao Paolo on Wednesday in one of two classic match-ups between South American and European powerhouses.

Germany will tackle Brazil in Belo Horizonte a day earlier.

Argentina reached the semi-finals for the first time in 24 years thanks to a brilliant eighth-minute goal by striker Gonzalo Higuain at the Brasilia national stadium.

Higuain’s instinctive turn and shot flew into the Belgian net after the ball reached him via a deflection off defender Jan Vertonghen in what proved to be the only goal of a match dominated by watertight defence.

“We gave our all, it’s a World Cup, it doesn’t happen every day,” Higuain said. “I hope we have to think about the next game. There are two matches left to achieve this beautiful dream.”

Higuain grazed the crossbar with another powerful strike in the second half while Lionel Messi, who teased and tormented the Belgians with his wizardry, blasted the ball straight at Belgium goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois when he broke free in stoppage time. Argentina, World Cup champions in 1978 and 1986, spent much of the game defending as a frustrated Belgium struggled to cut out clear chances though Kevin Mirallas and Marouane Fellaini both went close with headers.

“We were not impressed by the Argentines, absolutely not, it’s just an ordinary team,” Belgium coach Marc Wilmots growled. “Messi is the star player, he never loses the ball but he made a couple of tackles and fouls, the referee is never against him, every time there was a little foul it was almost always in favour of Argentina.”

“I was really prepared for everything, I knew I had to go for every single shot that she played.”

The pre-match narrative pitched the encounter as a battle between Bouchard’s youthful arrogance and Kvitova’s instinctive wariness, drummed into her after repeatedly struggling to follow up her early success.

The Canadian had welcomed comparisons with multiple major winner Maria Sharapova and with remarkable self-assurance for a 20-year-old used words such as “expect” and “belong” after reaching the final.

Bouchard was named by her parents after the Queen’s-grand-daughter, who was watching from the Royal Box, and she freely admits to a princess personality, but she was soundly beaten by a truly regal display. — Reuters